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A recent market introduction of our latest herbicide for use in Brazil should 

have been a routine pilot-to-production transfer. A specific combination of two 

herbicides – one an established commodity herbicide and the other a proprietary 

compound developed by Aventis CropScience (Research Triangle Park, NC) – was 

formulated for the Brazilian corn and sugar cane markets.  

 

At the start of the project, we conducted a pilot production trial in the U.S. 

using a composition developed in Brazil. Subsequent field trials in Brazil proved 

successful, so 75 tons of the product were ordered for the following season’s 

commercial launch. However, upon receiving the shipment, Brazil contacted us with a 

problem.  

 

The new herbicide clogged spray application equipment. This surprised us, for 

when we produced the herbicide in the pilot production plant, the quality was 

superior. Now, over half the herbicide that had been shipped across the equator to 

Brazil, arriving weeks later, did not disperse well when added to water. 

 

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 

To find a solution, we initiated a series of designed experiments. Design of 



experiments (DOE) is an effective statistical method that applies a systematic approach 

to experimentation. Instead of testing in the traditional one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) 

manner, DOE shows how factors respond over a wide range of values without testing 

every possible combination of factors. It presents information about factor interactions 

and the way a total system works. In this case the solution to the poor dispersion 

required analyzing how diverse factors in the system were interacting. To conduct our 

experimentation we turned to a DOE software package called Design-Expert® (Stat-

Ease, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, 1.800.801.7191, http://www.statease.com/). 

 

To start we made several 450-lb lots of milled herbicide for extrusion studies in 

the U.S. This process is similar to making pasta. First we start with a powder form of 

the herbicide and then mix it with a small amount of water. The mixture is kneaded to 

a dough-like substance and then extruded, or pushed through fine holes. The 

herbicide is then dried on a vibrating fluidized bed dryer and packaged as small 

granulars measuring .8 mm in diameter and 2 to 3 mm long.  

 

The lots of milled powder contained varying dispersant levels and were milled 

to varying particle sizes in order to present contrasting high and low levels of each 

factor – a key element of successful factorial designed experiments. Brainstorming our 

collective product knowledge and previous laboratory DOE experiments we selected 

four variables that were the most likely culprits of our clogging herbicide. They were 

the dispersant level, the particle size of milled herbicide powder before extrusion, the 

amount of water added to the milled powder and the extrusion rate. 

 



Adhering to the DOE software design-building protocol, the software helped us 

construct a DOE known as a “two-level fractional factorial design” with four variables. 

(See Figure 1.) The two levels (high and low operating limits) chosen for each factor 

are shown: 

 

FACTOR NAME LOW  LEVEL HIGH LEVEL 

Dispersant Level 
 
5% 

 
9% 

Particle Size of Milled Powder before Extrusion Hammer Milled Air Milled 
Extrusion Water Level 13%  17% 
Extrusion Rate 0.5 setting 0.7 setting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCREENSHOT COURTESY STAT-EASE, INC.© 

Figure 1. Design-Expert’s Design Builder™ helped Aventis CropScience 
researchers set up a 24 ½-fractional factorial design (see arrow) with two 
center points. Color-coded boxes similar to a stoplight represent safe 
(green), cautious (yellow), and risky (red) design options. Clicking a box 
takes the user directly to the beginning of a specific experimentation 
setup. 

  

 



DOE TOOLS 
 

Two-level factorial methods hold factors to only high and low levels. The two 

levels collect information that evaluates a setting’s effect on the tested system, 

producing parallel testing schemes that are more efficient than traditional OFAT 

methods. A powerful statistical engine within Design-Expert® fits resulting response 

data to mathematical equations. Subsequent equations serve as models to predict any 

combination of values, while the contrast between high and low levels uncovers 

dominant effects. Based on our data, the DOE software generated models for each 

measured response, discovering the best combination of values to improve herbicide 

extrudibility.  

 

PRECISE RATIO 

Using DOE data obtained from the pilot trials, we identified three critical 

process factors in producing the herbicide:  

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

Dispersant level 

Extrusion water level (ratio of water to powder) 
 

Extrusion rate.  

 

Relationships among variables affecting the particle size of the herbicide 

following dispersion into water are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The graphs generated 

from the Design-Expert software illustrate that dispersant level, extrusion water level, 

and extrusion speed (rate) must be controlled to achieve this objective. According to 

our DOE experiments we needed to maintain a small particle size upon dilution in 

water, or high dispersant level with a low ratio of extrusion water and low extrusion 



speed to prevent nozzle clogging.  
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FIGURE 2. Contour plot on left shows extrusion rate of 0.50. A rate of 0.60 is 
shown on the right (settings represent pilot machine controller). Numbers (in 
microns) on the contour lines represent particle size of the product dispersed into 
water following cycled temperature aging. Less than 20 microns is desirable. The 
20-micron window becomes smaller as extrusion rate increases. 
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FIGURE 3. CONTOUR PLOTS – EXTRUSION RATE vs. DISPERSANT LEVEL. Particle size is 
graphed at three water levels – 13%, 14.5%, and 16% -- showing the relationship of 



how the three variables impact the dispersed particle size response. High dispersant 
level, low water level, and low extruder speed provide the largest “window” of 
conditions yielding acceptable product. 

 

As a test confirmation results from the pilot DOE experiments were applied to 

our large-scale facility using standard plant operating procedures. An initial setting 

attempted extruding at low water level, low rate, and 9% dispersant level as the DOE 

had suggested. However the result was a nonhomogenous mixture of dry and wet 

herbicide which could not extrude properly.  

 

In fact we discovered that exceedingly high temperatures from the friction of 

the nonuniform mixture passing through the extrusion holes were nearly shutting 

down our machine. The machine simply could not produce the herbicide while 

operating at high temperatures and extreme power loads.  

 

While presumably following the correct procedures indicated by our DOE 

results, the plant had unintentionally made a deficient product because that was 

overheating our machinery. It was then suggested that we increase the water level 

beyond the level recommended by our DOE models. Although it didn’t abhor to the 

DOE prediction, it seemed obvious that the mixture needed additional water to lower 

the temperature of extrusion. 

 

Indeed in doing so, we initially achieved excellent extrusion performance and 

water dispersibility characteristics, but we soon learned this was not the solution. In 

fact further testing confirmed the predictions we had developed with the DOE 

software -- that by adding higher extrusion water levels we would be left with a non-



dispersing product following storage. 

 

Following the accelerated two-week aging test all dispersion qualities of the 

trial mixture disappeared. In the aging test the herbicide is packed into 10 kilogram, 

plastic-coated foil bags which are placed inside cardboard boxes. We set these 

packages into a temperature cycling chamber for two weeks. During this time the 

packages are exposed to temperature cycles from –20°C to 40°C.  

 

FINDING THE SOLUTION  

Understanding that adding more water to the mixture was not the answer, we 

again turned toward our initial DOE predictions that a low water level was needed. In 

reviewing our process we realized that while we had such good results on the pilot 

level, the only difference when we went to large-scale production was the kneader. We 

had perhaps falsely convinced ourselves that the kneader was not a significant factor 

but it was.  

With this we increased the kneader speed and residence time while maintaining 

a low water level. Greater work imparted by the kneader resulted in a uniform powder 

and water dough that extruded without a problem. Product quality was good, and at 

the conclusion of another accelerated two-week test, we confirmed we at last had the 

solution.  

 

In the end we learned that while the amount of work to knead water and 

powder was studied at the pilot-scale, it did not produce significant effects in those 

experiments. However, when transferred to full production, the factor became 



significant. This is likely due to scale and equipment configuration differences between 

pilot and full-scale manufacturing. Another reason is likely due to the fact that we had 

exceeded the minimal kneading intensity during the pilot. The importance of this 

variable was not observed because its level was not set low enough to detect 

significance. 

  

INDISPENSABLE DOE 

The DOE approach was absolutely essential to determine and quantify which 

factors influenced the dispersion properties during storage. Models for each significant 

response can be developed based on the data, due to the orthogonal hierarchy 

created by the design. The models then allow point predictions not tried in the design. 

 

Without DOE, however, OFAT experiments (also known as single-point 

experiments) would have been conducted. Factor levels would have been set based on 

a “best guess” from all involved. If successful, experiments would serve to confirm 

prior knowledge, for the approach assumes that you already know how factors 

interact and that you can predict results. Of course, this is rarely the case, especially for 

complex problems. 

 

In this case there simply was too much to risk by conducting OFAT. Only one 

opportunity existed to conduct the experiments – for the coming season change would 

mean a compressed schedule. Additionally, final results could not be obtained until 

the accelerated aging test was complete. 

 



A correct solution was not only extremely important from a financial 

standpoint, but also politically. If the product failed in the field again, the project 

would cease. Millions of dollars would be lost from cost of goods, disposal costs of 

unusable product, loss of market opportunity and sales, three to four years of 

development costs, promotional costs and costs in re-developing a replacement 

product. 

 

It was essential the technology be sound, convincing, and supportable. DOE 

reduced our risk by ensuring that sufficient and sound data was collected and 

analyzed. Despite that fact that we had underestimated the importance of the kneader 

as a principle factor, DOE proved that it is a valuable tool. We certainly learned more 

about our product using DOE and Design-Expert 6.0 than we would have using other 

methods. 

 

Following shipment to Brazil, the product was successfully applied. No further 

clogging complaints have been reported. 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Design-Expert® v6 software 

Stat-Ease, Inc. 

2021 East Hennepin Avenue, Suite 191 

Minneapolis, MN  55413 

Phone 800.801.7191   612.378.9449    Fax 612.378.2152 

E-mail info@statease.com 

Web site www.statease.com 
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